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A Co-Op Experience

By

Gareth Barnes

Incognito – A Brief History

� Domain Name Server (DNS)

� Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

Plan

� What I did

� Q.A. Tester

� The dreaded Test Case.

� Maintenance

� Development

� Some Processes

� Build

� Q.A.

� What I Learned

Q.A. Tester

� Best way to learn about a product

� If a little monotonous

� Must be rigorous and brutal – that’s 

what they want.

Maintenance

� Code understanding during 

maintenance.

� Tough with code that has no comments, 

poor structure.

Development

� F.E. Design
� Process:

� Prototype Screen shots
� Get approval from marketing
� Code it

� Test Development
� Wrote a testing app.
� Being extended as we speak.

� Requirements not always cast in concrete:
� Annoying, but fact of life.

� Abstraction
� Is your friend.

� Make sure you know what it needs though:
� Well documented API.
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What I learned in 
Development

� Try and get it right the first time

� My opinion is that it is better to get it right the first 
time even if it takes longer. (shortcuts that make you 
nervous will probably bite you later)

� If you write something, you often don't have time to 
come back to it to improve it unless the performance 
or functionality proves unsuitable.

� Also, don't often have time to come back and 
comment properly ( and when you do, often YOU
don’t remember), so comment as you program!

Processes

� Build Process

� Totally automated, for all O.S and machine 
types.

� Actually have dedicated build machines 
with exactly the correct libs etc.

� 30 + Minutes just for the F.E. (on a Intel 
Pentium III 600)

Quality Assurance

� Longest phase of release, and crucial
� Testing (glass/structure/stability/stress) 
and Requirement compliance

� Ensuring that the RFC's are met, AND 
BIND compliant
� RFC’s are the specifications for some standard 
protocols like DNS and DHCP

� RFCs obtainable at http://www.ietf.org/

Issues

� Issues

� Development vs Marketing

� Time and feature creep

� Always a vital deal / Super important 
customer.

What I learned

� Be prepared to do anything and 
everything
� Laying Network cables, moving furniture 
and even code.

� You never know everything

� Not an excuse; but a challenge in 
learning. Make use of references, on-line 
and books. Everything (and MUCH more) 
you want to know is in 'em.

What I learned (cont)

� Don't be shy, they often want your opinion 
because after a few months, you may be the 
expert in the company on some particular 
narrow topic.

� Think before you leap though!  And also, 
tell your manager if you are unsure of 
something so she/he can help or direct you to 
info resources or a resource person.  He 
wants to be able to trust that you  know 
when you don't know.  This is not 
something to be embarrassed about.
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What I learned

� Mistakes happen, fact of life (That is 
what QA is for)

� Fix it, and don't make the same mistake 
twice!

� Cut down on them by talking with 
someone else if uncertain. But when 
talking to someone who is really busy, 
keep it short and to the point.

What I learned (final)

� Software engineering vital to the 

success or failure of an engineering 

dept. (have seen with, and without)

� Not only good code but much less 

stress and frustration.
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